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1, INTH.ODUCTlO~ 

The interaction of high-energy particles with heavy t&rget 
nuclei leads to a variety of residu!!s, the products of spallation and 
nuclear !.lssion. A large number ot neavy target -residues fQI'1Ils a good 
statistical basis for obtaining their charge dispersions and mass 
yield distributions. In view of the basic concepts of high-energy 
nuclear phyaics /factorization, limiting fragmentation/ their analysis 
is desirable. Moreover, high-energy nuclear reaction models can be 
also tested by means of the isobaric lor mass/ yield distributions ot 
residual nuclei resultlng from the interaction. 

In the present paper we are interested in the nuclear reac
tions of 9 GeV/c protons /Tp~8.1 GeV/ and 9 GeV/c deuterons /Td-7., 
GeV/ wi th 181 Ta • The choice ot' these projectiles and energies, moti
vated by their availability at the Dubna synchrophaaotron, allows us 
to make a comparison with earlier atudies of tantalum tareet fragmen
tation by intermediate 0.34-0.66 GeV/ 1-'/, 5.7 GeV/4/ protqn energies 
and 8 GeV 20Ne_ions/5/ as well as to gain new experimental informatiol' 

Ito date the nuclear reactions of tantalum with high-energy deuterons 
have not been investigated/. Charge dispersions and isobaric yields 01 

target residues in both investigations were obtained f!om nuclidic 
formation cross sections measured by the well-known activation t~ch

niQue. 

2. EXPEH.IMENTS 

Two target stacks containing mylar, aluminium and tantalum 
folls of high purity /99.'JtI,/ were irradiated with 9 GeV/c protons an! 
deuterons in an external beam of the Dubna synchrophasotron. The dia 
meter of the target discs was 5 em and their thicknesses were as in. 
dieated in Table 1. The target stacks were positioned eo that the 
beam passed through the centre from foil 1 to B. The diameter ot the 
beam spots in both irradiations was about 1 cm. The irradiation pe

2 

riods were equal to rv10 1) total flux particles in both irradiations. 
Aluminium foils No.2 in both target stacks were used as a beam flux 
monitor by measuring the induced 24Na activity. The cross sections of 

the monitor reactions 27Al/p.3pn/24Na and 27Al/d.3p2n/24Na were taken 
to be 8.6 mb/6/ and 14.8 mb/ 7/, respectively. 

Table 
PropertIes or the target stacks 
--------.------------.------------.------~-----.------------·--2--
F 'I M t '1 Thickness /mg.cm- / ThiCkness /mg.em- / 
_~~________~_~~~~____•__!~~_E~2!~~_~!!T_______ !2~_~!~!!~~~_~!!!____ 

Al 6.0 6.0 


2 AI 20.0 19.8 


3 Al 6.2 6. 1 


4 My 17.5 17.7 


5 Ta 62.1 61.8 


6 Ta 154.0 154.2 


7 Ta 61.6 62.2 


8 My 17.6 17.5 


The targets were gamma-ray counted on a Ge/Li/-sp~ctrometer 
with a 4096-channel capacity. The resolution of two Ge/Li/ detectors 
/28 cm3 and 45 cm3/ was 2.8 keY and 2.3 keY at 1332.5 keY, respecti 
vely. They were calibrated against absolute efficiences with a variety 
of gamma-ray standards: based on the deviations of individual calibra_ 
tion points from a smooth curve, the absolute accuracy of the calcula
tions was estimated to be about 5%. The spectra were analysed by meane 
of a computer program which found all significant peaks and computed 
their areas and decay rates.The nuclides were unambiguously identified 
by their gamma-ray energies, half-lives and fractional abundances/E/. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The cross sections of target residues formed in the reactions 
induced by 9 GeV/c protons and deuterons on tantalum are listed in 
Table 2. The errors assigned to the cross section values are based on 
those of counting statistics, detector efficiences. target thicknesses 
and so on. A systematic error of about 10% corresponding to the beam 
flux monitor is not included. The calculation of the cross sections 
includes the correction for secondary effects. The contribution of a 

• ...... • ., "'; "T'ln'V'I' I., r:<~ AH, -•. _h""'''"l :,', •• \.. .. IJf'.zJl 
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secondary particle induced reaction to the measured cross section was 
estimated from the ratio of the production cross sections simultane
ously measured with "thin" /62 mg.cm- 2/ and "thic~" /'54 mg.cm- 2/ tan

talum targets. Figure , shows the ratios obtained for these two 
targets in both experiments as a function of product mass number. 

1.50 

d + 181To 

1.25 

R 

1.00 T-1it1~ ,.u, ~ 
1.50 

p + 18'To 

1.25 

1.00	 .1 '", I j I tilj Il..... j .lll.. 1I~ 
l 
o 50 100 150 200 

PRODUCT MASS NUMBER 

Fig.'.	 Thick to thin target cross sectian ratios 
R = 6' C, 54mg. cm- 2JI 6' (62mg. cm- 2) from the 
d+'S'Ta and p+'81 Ta reactions at 9 GeV/c, 
respectively. 

As ~an be seen, the ratios for both reactions are independent of 

mass numbe r for products wi th A::€' 50. The average value of the ratios 
of the cross sections, fluctu~ting about unity, indicates that secon
dary effects for these products àre neglibile. However, the experi

mental ratios for products with A~'50 increase with product mass 

·number.Thia pointa to the accurrence of visible secondary effects 
for products close to the target. The measured cross sections in 

this mass region were corrected for the contribution cf secondaries 
by linear extrapolation to zero target thickness. 
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Table 2 
Production cross sections of target residues in the reactions af 

tantalum with 9 GeV/c protons and deuterons. Symbols I and C are 
usen for lndependent and cumulative yields, respectively 

Nuclide 

24Na
 

28M
g
 

43K
 

44 Scm 
46Sc 

48 Sc 

52Mn
 
59Fe
 

65 Zn 

7'As 

72As 

73Se 

75Se 

8'Rb 

84Rb 
84Rbm 

86y 

87 y 

87y m 

86 zr 
89 Nb 

90Nb 

_Y:Jt~~--

Type of	 yield 

C 

C 

C 

I 

I 

I 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

I 

I 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

-_---~-_- -

Protans 
/mb/ 

8.4~0.6 

2.3:0.2 

2.'~0.2 

1. 4~0. , 

5.3~1.2 

0.9~0., 

0.7:0.' 

0.9:0.2 

2.6:0.5 

2. 6::!:0. 2 

2.7:0.3 

0.9:0.1 

3. 2::!:1. O 

2.6!0.2 

O. 9!0. , 

, • O::!:O. , 

3.3:0.5 

2.9:0.2 

1. 5:0. , 

2.' :0.2 

2.5~0.3 

~~~~~~~ __ -_

5 

Deuterons 
/mb/ 

13. 7~0.8 

4.2~0.3 

3.6::!:0.2 

2. 7::!:0. 2 

'0.3:1. 7 

'.3~0., 

'a.9~0., 

1 .,7!0. 3 

3. ,::!:O. 6 

2.5~0.2 

2.'::!:0.2 

1. 9!0. 2 

5. 0~1. 4 

3.4:0.3 

1. 2:0. , 

4.8~0.8 

3.5:0.3 

3.6~0.3 

,.6!0.2 

2.0:0.4 

3.4!0.4 

t.~_~Q~t _ 
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Table 2 /continued/Table 2 

!\uclide 

93Tc 

94Tc 

95Tc 

96'rc 

97Ru 
101 Rhm 

104Ag 

121 Te 

125 Xe 

127 xe 

129 Cs 

131 La 

135 Ce 

145 Eu 

146 Eu 

147 Gd 

149 Gd 

151 Tb 

155 Dy 

157Dy 

160Er 
161Er 

169 Yb 

1.7°Hf 

171 Hf 

173Hf 

173"Ta 

/continued/ 

Type of yield 

C
 

I
 

C
 

I
 

I 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

·C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

Pro tons 
/mb/ 

1. O:!:O. 1 

1.2:!:0.1 

3.9:0.3 

2.0:!:0.2 

2.1:0.1 

2.3:0.2 

2.2:0.8 

5.4:0.5 

4~9:0.6 

4.2:0.4 

6.3:!:0.5 

4.4:!:0.3 

5.7:0.3 

11 . 9:!: 1 .1 

9.7:0.9 

11. O: 1.2. 

8.2:!:}.9 

4.5:0.3 

8.8:0.7 

8.7:1.0 

14.2:!:9.0 

3.6:0.4 

16.5:3.2 

18.5:!:1.3 

12.9:2.2 

4.0:!:0.5 

Deuterons 
/mb/ 

1.8:!:0.2 

1.9:!:0.1 

5.6:0.4 

2.4:0.3 

2.3:0.2 

2.7:0.2 

2.9:0.7 

8.4:0.9 

7.2:0.8 

6.0:!:0.5 

9.9:!:0.6 

5.8:!:0.4 

6.2:0.5 

16.7:2.1 

14.2:!:1.0 

11.1:1.7 

22.3:!:2.9 

20.5:!:4.3 

8.4:!:0.8 

18.2:!:2.9 

9.2:1.5 

+18 • 5- 7• 1 

5.7:!:0.8 

22.2:4.6 

23.9:1.9 

18.1:2.8 

6,.8:0.7 

I 1,\ 
I 

Nuclide Type of.yield Protons Deuterons 
/mb/ /mb/ 

174 Ta C 9.4:!:2.3 ---,--
176Ta C 20.9:!:1.3 39.8:!:4.9 
178 Tam I 11.8:!:0.9 ------

The nuclidic formation cross sections €l(A,Z) can be para
metrized by/9/ 

o (A,Z) 6'(1\1 [2'" C exp [ (Z"Zp(A)) 2] , /1/z(A)}1/2 L 2C~ (A) 

where 6'(A) are i.sobaric yields, caCAl I s the 'charge dispersion 
width parameter for mass number Â and Zp(A) is the most probable 
atomic number for that A. OVer small mass ranges, the width para
meter was found to be independent of A. and the centre ZpCA) of 
charge qistributions could be presented by 

Zp(A) aA + bA2 /2/ 

Using this assumption as well as a f~rther assumption that EleA) 
varies smoothly and slowly as a function of mass number, the measured 

cumulative cross section for precorsory 8-decay can be iteratively 
corrected/5/. 

In order to obtain charge dispersion parameters, the measured 
nuclidic formation cross sections E>(A,Z) placed in eight groups 
accordirrg to mass number were fitted to an independent Gauesian,'l shaped yield /Eq./1//. It should be noted that no isomeric states 
were included in this fitting procedure. Nucliding groupings along 

f,: with the width parameters C and the coefficients a and b of the Z 
j 

z . p
functions /Eq./2// for both investigations are listed in Table 3. 
The p+181 Ta and 4+ 18 1Ta charge dispersion curves ar~ displayed in 
Figs.2 and 3, respectively, where, as usual, the calculated isotopic 
production cross sections are plotted versus Zp-Z. As can .be€rI y 
seen, the charge dispersions of target residues are similar, the 
differencie~ being in the magnitude of yields. 

7 
6 
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.Table 3 
Charge dispersion parameters 

Mass 

---------~---------------------------

Protons Reuteronsrange 
.C a b C a bz z 

24- 59 0.65 0.47 -2.2x10-4 0.60 0.48 -4.0x10- 4 
65- 81 0.65 0.4.9 -3.9X10- 4 0.65 0.45 1. 8x1 0- 4 

84- 90 0.70 0.48 -3.1X10- 4 0.65 0.45 0.1X10- 4 

93-104 0.75 0.52 -6.8x10- 4 0.625 0.49 -2.0X10- 4 

121-135 0.55 0.43 0.3x10-4 0.50 0.44 -1.4x10-4 

1'45-151 0.50 0.49 -4.0x10- 4 0.45 0.52 -5.9X10- 4 

155-169 0.475 0.47 -3.0x10- 4 0.60 0.50 -4.8x10-4 

170-176 0.65 0.49 -4.2x10-4 0.60 0.47 -3.1x10-4 

The mass yields €r A have also been obtained on the assumption 
of Gaussian charge dispers10ns and the set of fitting parameters 11s

d+ 18'Tated in Table 3. The p+'81 Ta and mass yield dist~ibutions are 
shown in Figs.4 and 5, respectively,. whe re the values of Õ(A) are 
plotted versus product mass number A. and the solid curves are drawn 

to guide the eye. The error tars only 1ncorporate measurement statis_ 
tics and do not take into account the errors due to uncertainties in 

the beam flux or those induced by the analysis of the charge distri_ 
butio1'1s. Due to the charge dispereion fitting process, the value of 
systematic uncertainties was estimated to be approximately 25%. 

d+ 18 1Ta The p+181 Ta and mass yield distributio1'ls display 

common features. First, the cross sections decrease slowly with in
creasing A and reach a minimum in the mass Fange of about À~100. 

In this mass region a dominant contribution to the production of nuc
lides comes from nuclear fission. Next the cross sections increase, 
sharply with increasing A, particularly.in the vicinity of the target. 
In this mass region, spallation is a dominant mechaçism. Integration 
of the mq~S yield distributions with respect to product mass number 

g1ves th~ production cross section of target residues, f)TR. Our i1'1

tegration was perfDrmed over the interval from A=40 to the mass number 

of the target. A lower limit of 40 rnass units was chosen for the same 
reasons as given in ref .1 5/ . The resul ts of th'is integra tion along 
with those for the 20Ne+'81 Ta/5/ investigation are summarized in Table 

4. Here, the total reaction cross sections €r ealculated as
R 

,I
 

°R
 ílr2 (A 1/3 + A'/3 - õ)2PT /3/
.~ o P T 

l.lI' 10/with the parameters b are also included 

.~ 
r o=1.37 fm and pT=0.51/ 

las usual, the symbols P and T are used for particle and target, 
respectively/. The experimental eross sections of target residues 

represent ~ 70% af f>R ; ~he impact parameter b/ 11- 13/ can be estima
ted from the fraction of the total reactian erass section. As can be 

seen from Table 4, the calculated impact parameters b.c::: (Rp+RT) , 
where the appropriate radii are Rp=r Ap

1/3 and RT=r AT
1/3• Thus, the 

'8' o 181 otarget residues from the p+ Ta and d+ Ta reactions are produced 
~n collisions where the centre of the projectile lies inside the 

radius of the target nucleus. 

Table 4 
Camparison of the crass sections, radii and impact parameters of the 
nuclear reactions with '81 Ta induced by high-energy protons, deuterone 
and 20Ne_ions/5/ 

Reaction 6'TR /b/ e'R /b/ Rp /fm/ RT /fm/ b /fm/ 

p+181 Ta 1.46!0.25 2. 11 1. 37 7.75 6.31
.i

l I d+181Ta I 1.67!0.31 2.30 '.73 7.75 6.88 

20Ne+181 Ta 2.6 !0.4 3.64 3.72 7. 75 8.18 

The discussian of the results can be also presented in terms 

af the basic concepts of high-energy nuclear physics such as factari 

I 
~ zation and limiting fragmentation. The eoncept of factorization/ 14/ 

af the nuclear cross section implies that the yield of a particularI 
residue from the target due to nuclear interactians is independent af(. the projectile except fram the geometric factar ~~ • Thus, the ratias 

'I') €r (181Ta/20Ne.X/Ri) 
/4/I 6' (181 Ta/ p ,X/R) 

and 

6' (181Ta/dtX/RiJ 
/5/e Cf8~/P,X/Ri) 

10 11,. 
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. "'" Tal"" Ta "\t Tal'" Ta .should have constant values of f Ne 1 p and b d OP , respectlve
ly, for any target residue Ri' The experimentally determined ratios 
Y 141 and Y 151 for 8.0 GeV 20Ne_ions/5/, 7.3 GeV deuterons and

Ne / p d/ p 
8.' GeV protons are displayed in Fig.6. The ratios of the cross sec
tions were determined for Z9 and 44 target residues in the ma~s region 
from 28Mg and '76Ta and from 24Na to 176 Ta, respectively. The average 

vaLue s ~f the relative projectile factors y~:rt ~a = 2.48!0.45 and 
l' ~a11Ta . = i , 46!O. 38. Another evidence 'for the factoriza tion follows 
from the~agreement of ~he p+'81~a and d+'81 Ta mass distributions at 
9 GeV/c Isee Figs.4 and 51. The similarity of the mass distributions 
from the reactions of 8.0 GeV 20Ne_ion~ Isee Fig.7 in ref. / 511 and 
8;1 GeV protons IFig.41 with 181 Ta, even though differing widely in 
projectile energy, can be also considered as giving support to the. fac

torization hypothesis. 
2ON.(&Govl • l&ITa 

p(8,IO.>1. ,8ITa 

Y20""'" 

Fig.6.
 
The experimentally deter

mined crQss section ratios
 
of target ~esidues from y~
 

the reactions of 8.0 GeY
 
20 . 151 ' Ne-lons , 7.3 GeV deu
terons and 8.1 GeV protons 
with 181Ta• The solid ho

rizontal lines indicate 
the appropriate average 

values. 

d(1.3001/l. 1&lTa 
p(8.'Go!',I.I&1Ta 

oO~I__-,---_~-tn----~;;;------..é--~JL-~-------l 
50 100 150 200 

PROOUCT MASS IIJMBER 

The concept of limiting fragmentation / 151 implies that for 

sufficiently high projectile energies the production crase section 
of the residue Ri is independent of energy. In orde~ to test this 
hypothesis, we compare our p+181 Ta results with previous proton 
data/1-4/. The shape of our p+161 Ta mass yield distribution Isee Fig. 

41 was found to be similar to thRt resulting from the reaction of 
tantalum with 5.7 GeY ~rotons Isee Fig.6 in ref. / 411, but very dif

/ 1/,
ferent from those resulting from the p+18'Ta reáctlons at 0.34 GeV

J
 
'~ , 

I 

i I 

• I 

" 

0.45 Gey/ 21 and 0.66 GeV/ 31 proton energies Isee Fig.7 in ref. / 41 and 
Fig.1 in ref. / 511. 'The limiting fragmentation, as has been attempted, 
is not valid for intermediate proton energies. On the other hand, the 
similarity of the mass y1eld distributions of target residues from the 
p+181 Ta reactions at 8.1 GeVand 5.7 GeV manifests the validity of 

limiting fragmentation at these energies. The average value of the 

cross section ratias 2~8.1GeY;~5.7GeV for 11 target residues in 
the mass region from 4Na to 7 Hf Isee Table 51 is 0.97!0.13 • 

Table 5 
Comparison of the p+181 Ta cross sections at 8.1 GeY with previous 
data at 5.7 Gey / 4/ 

NuclideNuclide 6""8.1 /_65 .7 °8. /6'5. 7 

24N 28Ma 0.97!0.12 g 0.92!0.08 

52Mn 0.88!0.12 73Se 0.61!0.08 

121 Te 145Eu O.45!0.05 0.98!0.38 

146 Eu 147 Gd 2.30!0.21 0.72!0.08 
160Er 171Hf 0.35!0.04 1.42!0.10 

173Hf 0.96:0.17 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

The charge dispersions and mass yield distributions of target 
residues from the reactions of 9 GeV/c protons and deuterons with tan
talum have been determined. The charge dispersions in both investiga

tions were found to be closely comparable. The similarity between the 
mass yield distrib~tions of the target residues from the reactions 

d+181Ta p+181 Ta, aná 20Ne +18 1Ta/51 for the projectiles of about the 

aRme kinetic energy may be viewed as an evidence for factorization in 
these reactions. The evidence of limiting fragmentation comes from the 

5.7 GeV/ 4/protonsimilarity of the p+181 Ta mass yields at 8.1 GeY and 

energies. The integ~ation of these cross sections for target residues 

with A -=40 makes a ~70% contribution to the total reaction cross 
sectioq. The calculation of the »hard sphere" reaction cross section 

12 
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indicates that target residues from the reactions of 9 GeVjc protons 
and deuterons with 181 Ta are created in central collisions. 

The authors are grateful to Yu.A.Panebratsev, A.N.Khrenov p 

V.G.Perevozchikov and the staff Df the Dubna synchrophasotron for 

making these experiments possible. We are also indebted to M.Suk for 

his interest in this work and a critical reading Df the manuscript. 'l 
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K03Mll n.• I\nHMllH 51., Jleouapn M. El-87-35ü 
OCTllTOl.lHbIC llgp a B pearcuaax 9 r3B/ c 
rrpOTOHOB H Ae~TpOHOD c ngpaMH l81Ta 

Hccnenoaaaae 06pa30uamUI pa,o;rIOaI<THBHhIX HYKJIH,lJ,OB BO B3a
HMogeHcTBHH 9 r3B/c rrpOTOHOB H geHTpoHOB c Hp,paMH 181Ta 
rrpoaormnac r- na caaxpoóaaorpoue 0l15UL CeqeHHH 06pa30BaHHH 
OCTaTOQHhIX rme p B naanaaosre MnCCOBbIX l.IHceJ1 24~A~ I 78 .6bl~'l.H 

onpezreneau MeTop,OM "o ff-l ine" raMMa-crreKTPQCKorrHH. Ha oc
HOBe 3THX p,aHHhIX onp enerretuu 311pRAOBble H MaccoBhle pacrrpe
neneaas o6pa30BaBIllHXCH H,lJ,ep. Oõcvxaenne pe3YJIbTaTOB rrpo
BOp,HJIOCb B paxxax OCHODf'lbIX llpep;CTaBJ1eHH:H: Q;>H3HKH BhICOKHX 
3HeprHH. 

Pa50Ta BWrrOJ1HeHa B fla60pnTopHH BWCOK~X 3HeprHH OHHll. 

Ilpenpaar 06be,IJ,l1HeHHOrO HHCTHTYTa anepusrx HCCJ1e,IJ,OBaHHH. ,Uy6Ha 1987 

Kozma P., Kliman J., Leonard M.	 El-87-350 
Target Residues from the Refctions of 9 GeV/c 
Protons and Deuterons with 81Ta 

The production of r~dioactive nuclides in the reac
tions of 9 GeV/c protons and deuterons with 181Ta has 
been investigated at the Dubna synchrophasotron. The pro
duction cross section of target fragments with 24~A~178 

were determined by off-line gamma-ray spectroscopy. Char
ge dispersions and mass yields are deduced from these da
ta. The results are discussed in terms of the concepts of 
high-energy nuclear physics. 
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The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory 
of High Energies, JINR. 
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